INTRODUCTION

Overview
“Equipping California Long-Term Care Ombudsman Representatives for Effective Advocacy: A Basic Curriculum,” is a program of study for the basic 36-hour classroom training for persons seeking to become certified as Long-Term Care Ombudsman representatives. The original national curriculum was developed over a three year time period by Sara Hunt, consultant with the National Long-Term Care Ombudsman Resource Center. The curriculum has been adapted for use by the California Office of the State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program (SLTCOP). It consists of eight chapters; five from the original national curriculum developed by Ms. Hunt, two that were developed by the California State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program Curriculum Development Task Force, and one that was developed for the San Francisco Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program. In producing the original curriculum, the National Long-Term Care Ombudsman Resource Center worked with the National Association of State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs and the National Association of Local Long-Term Care Ombudsmen. The satisfactory completion of this curriculum is required for Ombudsman certification and its use supersedes any curricula previously used by the SLTCOP.

Intent
This curriculum is intended to help states develop or improve their basic training process for Long-Term Care Ombudsman representatives (LTCO). The curriculum is designed to be application based and uses activities which sequentially build on previous ones. The curriculum assumes students have been introduced to the Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program, their role as LTCO, and have read pertinent resource materials prior to each session.

Methods
The chapters are designed to immediately ground students in the LTCO role. A model for receiving, resolving and documenting problems as LTCO is presented before students are asked to work case studies or to practice skills. Showing the “right” way and discussing what makes it correct gives a concrete example of what LTCO do. Each chapter offers opportunities for practice, critiquing video scenarios, asking questions, connecting aspects of the content with the student’s personal life and positive modeling. Therefore, some topics such as the Problem-Solving Process will appear in the curriculum more than once.
**Themes**
Ombudsman ethics and values, including being resident directed and resident centered, are integrated throughout the curriculum chapters.
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